WHERE ARE WE?

RECENT PROJECTS

LUXE APARTMENTS: 637-639 OLD SOUTH HEAD RD, ROSE BAY NSW
- 9 RESIDENCES
- CLIENT: GROUND UP CO

ALEUCA APARTMENTS: 542A-544 MILLER ST, CAMMERAY NSW
- 16 RESIDENCES
- 6 STOREYS + BASEMENT
- CLIENT: 25 CONSTRUCTIONS

THE CITYX: 269-285 MAROUBRA RD, MAROUBRA NSW
- 26 RESIDENCES + BASEMENT
- CLIENT: LANDMARK DEVELOPMENTS

WHERE ARE WE?

RECENT PROJECTS

THE USTG: 220-224 WHEELERS RD, BROOKLYN NSW
- 16,150 M² COMMERCIAL TENANCY
- CLIENT: ACE CONSTRUCTIONS

X APARTMENTS: 218 RAILWAY PDE, KOGRALE NSW
- 41 RESIDENCES
- 9 STOREYS + BASEMENTS
- CLIENT: ARM CONSTRUCTIONS

197-199 LYONS RD DRUMMONDVILLE NSW
- 31 RESIDENCES + RETAIL
- CLIENT: MOPERTO PROJECTS

143-145 PRESIDENT AVE, MIRANDA NSW
- 6 RESIDENCES + BASEMENT
- CLIENT: ALDECO

BOND CENTRAL: 109-113 OXFORD ST, BONDI JUNCTION NSW
- 84 RESIDENCES
- 22 STOREYS + BASEMENT
- CLIENT: NEW SPACE PROJECT MANAGEMENT

"SANOTTO APARTMENTS": 75-77 WEST EADST, NSW
- 81 RESIDENCES + BASEMENT
- CLIENT: ALDECO

THE VAULT: 60 MIDDLETON RD, CROMER NSW
- STRATA STORAGE UNITS
- CLIENT: TREND CONSTRUCTIONS

60 LORD SHEFFIELD CTER, PENRITH NSW
- 31 RESIDENCES
- 6 STOREYS + 2 LEVEL BASEMENT
- CLIENT: URBAN APARTMENTS
RECENT PROJECTS

- **THE LOWANNA**: 50 LOWANNA STREET, BRISBANE QLD
  - 24 RESIDENCES
  - CLIENT: MONARCH

- **THE VICEROY**: 46 BELLEVUE ROAD, BELLEVUE HILL, NSW
  - 2 RESIDENCES • BASEMENT
  - CLIENT: TC BUILD

- **5B LORD SHEFFIELD CCT, PENRITH NSW**
  - 106 RESIDENCES
  - 6 STOREYS • BASEMENT
  - CLIENT: URBAN APARTMENTS

- **THE EVOKE**: 42 LETHBRIDGE STREET, PENRITH NSW
  - 58 RESIDENCES • BASEMENT
  - CLIENT: URBAN DEVELOPMENTS

- **THE GOVERNOR**: 44 BROOKES ST, BOWEN HILLS QLD
  - 40 RESIDENCES • RETAIL
  - 11 STOREYS • 2 BASEMENT LEVELS
  - CLIENT: RDO

- **34 WINDSOR AVE, FRESHWATER, NSW**
  - 9 RESIDENCES • BASEMENT
  - CLIENT: Z5 CONSTRUCTIONS

- **THE GROVE**: 15 ANDERSON AVENUE, PANANIA, NSW
  - 21 RESIDENCES
  - CLIENT: RORY GROUP

- **FLEET LAND**: 15-37 HORE STREET, SOUTH BRISBANE QLD
  - 7 RESIDENCES
  - 10 STOREYS • 2 BASEMENT FLOORS
  - CLIENT: RDO

- **THE BANKS**: 15 BAY STREET, ROCKDALE, NSW
  - 166 RESIDENCES OVER 13 BUILDINGS
  - CLIENT: FASTFORM GROUP

- **MIDSET APARTMENTS**: 17 RAYMOND LANE, PARRAMATTA, NSW
  - 26 RESIDENCES
  - 15 STOREYS • 1-EV_LEVEL BASEMENT
  - CLIENT: ROD

- **5 HORNSEY STREET, BURWOOD**
  - 4 RESIDENCES
  - CLIENT: URBAN APARTMENTS